Annual Meeting Set for Livingston, Montana

The Annual Meeting of the Fly Tying Group will be held on Tuesday, August 5 starting at 8 a.m. The meeting promises to be extremely busy with a number of issues to address. The Fly Tying Group Meeting will be held at PARK HIGH SCHOOL, 102 View Vista Drive, near Sacajawea Park. Election of Officers and the filing of vacancies on the Board of Governors are among the necessary items on the agenda.

The Rendezvous will be held in Sacajawea Park beginning at 12:00 noon until 4:00 p.m.
In this Edition

The Annual Meeting of the Fly Tyers Group is rapidly approaching. Many of your are preparing to head west and many will only dream about Montana this year. In this edition of the newsletter we are passing along information that you can use whether or not you are able to attend in Livingston.

First is the meeting itself which will be held on Tuesday, August 5 at 8:00. The Rendezvous follows at noon and is outlined on Page 3. New officers and vacancies to the board will be filled and the nominees are listed in following pages. Awards for Fly Tyers are outlined for your viewing.

An article on fishing the Livingston area is included for those of you who might want to wet a line. The response for a name for the newsletter has been outstanding and we share those suggestions with you. At the end of the newsletter are listed all of the workshops for Fly Tying at the IFFF Fly Fishing Fair. You can still register for the Fair by clicking below

www.fedflyfishers.org/Fl#7712E8

Finally, The Fly Tyers group want to thank all of the Officers and Board of Governors that have served in the 2013-14 year. Especially Carl Ronk who so ably served as Chairman. Hats off to you!!!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Officers of the Fly Tying Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2013-2014</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chairman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sacagawea Park in Livingston will be the beautiful site for the terrific BBQ and Get-Together! The Rendezvous is for all FTG members, demonstration tiers, IFFF member and their spouses. Guests are welcome too.

**Tuesday, August 5, beginning at 12:00 Noon**

One of the highlights of the Rendezvous is the annual mystery material fly tying contest. Each tier will submit their innovative fly tied using "mystery" material. The contest will be an “All Natural” event. The winner will receive a certificate professionally framed with their winning fly.

Kit Seaton will direct a fun event, **The Fly Switch**. To be eligible to participate, each tier must submit a suitable entry (for example: one nicely dressed salmon fly, 4-6 bass bugs, a dozen nymphs or dry flies, etc.). Participating tiers will be given a raffle ticket and the raffle tickets will be drawn one at a time. As each number is drawn, the holder of that ticket will select the entry of a different tier. The drawing will continue until all participants have received flies tied by someone else. A special prize will be presented to the tier whose flies are selected first, and a prize will be presented to the tier whose flies are selected last. Be sure to show up with your box of flies! There will also be a terrific **Raffle and Auction**!

**Cost is $20 per person**

Register for the Fair!  [www.fedflyfishers.org/FI#7712E8](http://www.fedflyfishers.org/FI#7712E8)
Anyone can join this contest!

Contestants will be given a bag of "mystery materials" at the Rendezvous. The identity of the materials will be kept secret until the day of the event. The challenge is to create two flies, either identical or different (your choice, whatever shows off your skills best), within the next two days. The materials will be completely unconventional, to challenge creativity. The flies will be collected Saturday at the beginning of the FTG BBQ, and judged by our panel of experts. The winner will receive a Steve Jenson framing of the flies and a certificate.

**Rules:**

- Tie two flies.
- Tie either two of the same pattern or one each of two different patterns.
- If tying only one pattern the tier must use at least 5 of the materials provided, including the baboon hair dubbing.
- If tying two different patterns all of the materials provided must be used and clearly visible on the flies. (No hiding of materials allowed).
- Use your own hooks and thread. There are no size or style limitations.
- Additional materials of your choice are acceptable

**Judging:**

Put your flies in a container and include your name, address and phone. Turn in completed flies to David Roberts, Tying Chairman, at table 1 at the Demo Tying Area by 5:00 pm Saturday, August 9, 2014.

The judging will be done by a panel of experts during the closing BBQ on Saturday night and the winner announced at that time.

Judging will be based upon overall display of tying skills, proportions and creativity. If tying two of the same fly, replication of proportions and materials between the two submissions will be paramount.

The winning tier will receive a beautiful Certificate which will be framed, along with the winning flies by master framer Steve Jensen and mailed to you.
The Fly Tying Group
Current Nominations
For the Board of Governors

Mike Huffman
Ed Berg
Bill Heckel

There are 10 positions open

Seeking an Additional Term

Gene Kaczmarek
Jim Ferguson
Leslie Wrixen
Fred DuPre
Al Ritt
Kit Seaton

Additional Nominations will be taken from the floor at the Annual Meeting

Election of Officers of the Board

The Board of Governors will elect a Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer at the Annual Meeting, August 5th, 2014 in Livingston, Montana. Nominations for these offices are the following:

Chair
Tom Logan
Vice-Chair
Gene Barrington
Secretary
Mike Stewart
Treasurer
Fred DuPre

Additional nominations will be taken from the floor at the Annual Meeting
Buz Buscek Tying Award

The International Federation of Fly Fishers’ Buz Buszek Tying Award is the most prestigious award in the world of fly fishing. The award was established as a memorial to Buz Buszek, a well known fly tier and flyshop owner since 1943. Buz was a world class angler, an excellent tier and dedicated teacher. Buz suddenly died in 1965. A Fresno club established an award in his name. The Buz Buszek Memorial Award was established at the international level of the Federation thanks to an effort led by his wife, Virginia Buszek Perry. The award came with a one-inch gold feather. Winners now receive a double feather pin design cast from impressions of the original gold feather.

Dick Nelson Fly Tying Teaching Award

This award began in 2000 and is to be presented to an individual who excels in the teaching the area of fly tying. The award is named after Dick Nelson, a Buszek Award winner. He taught fly tying for many years and chaired fly tying classes for the San Jose Flycasters for many years. The criteria for the award emphasizes teaching fly tying as well as other IFFF ideals.

The Darwin Atkin Award

The Fly Tying Group, International Federation of Fly Fishers, is establishing a new award for fly tying named in the honor of Darwin Atkin. Darwin passed away January 7, 2014 in a Bozeman, Montana hospital. The new award is named The Darwin Atkin Memorial Fly Tying Achievement Award. The award may be presented at the 2015 Fly Fishing Fair for the first time. The award was created to recognize an IFFF member whose long-term contribution to fly tying is widely recognized and respected. The award is for outstanding achievement and demonstrated commitment of the person for significantly advancing the craft and art of fly tying.

The award is not limited to fly tying per se. Contribution to fly tying may include books written on fly tying, techniques, related entomology, development of fly tying materials, development of techniques and tools, or providing venues or opportunities for fly tiers to display their work.

In addition to an engraved plaque, the recipient of this award will be awarded a life membership in the IFFF. If the recipient is already an IFFF life member, they will be awarded a life membership in the Fly Tying Group.
When the topic of fly fishing destinations comes up, Livingston, Montana, is usually at or near the top of the list. The reason being is the area offers a diverse range of fly fishing opportunities within an hour’s drive. The Livingston area has spring creeks, small mountain streams, larger freestone streams, lakes, and, of course, the fabled waters of Yellowstone National Park.

**Yellowstone River**

The Yellowstone is Livingston’s “Home River.” The Yellowstone flows north toward Livingston where it turns east on its journey to the Missouri River. IFFF Fair visitors who have limited time for fishing often find the Yellowstone to be a great opportunity. Often overlooked by visitors is the section of the river that flows through town, which offers close proximity to the show hall, good access, and some great fishing. By taking a 30 minute drive either upstream or downstream from Livingston, visiting anglers will discover several developed access points (many with boat launches) that offer walk wading and floating.

This is a great time of year for early risers; morning nymph fishing and streamer fishing can be productive because of cooler water temperatures. Terrestrial and attractor flies with droppers often work well in the afternoon. Evening can hold good fishing with caddis and mayfly patterns. Be sure to check with one of the area fly shops regarding hot flies and fishing conditions.

**Paradise Valley Spring Creeks**

DePuy’s, Nelson’s, and Armstrong’s spring creeks have a well-earned reputation for wonderful fishing and beautiful scenery. Located within 20 minutes of Livingston, the spring creeks offer challenging fishing for rainbow, brown and cutthroat trout for a fee. These spring creeks are often booked solid through the summer months, so be sure to make a reservation through one of the area fly shops. Pale morning duns, midges, small streamers, midges, terrestrials and nymphs work well during this time of year.

Other spring creeks include Milesnick MZ Ranch just north of Bozeman. They offer fishing on Benhart and Thompson’s spring creeks for a fee.
**Yellowstone National Park (YNP)**

The creeks and rivers in the north and northeast area of Yellowstone National Park fish very well in early August. Travel time ranges from one hour to about two hours. Rivers and creeks to consider are the Gardiner, Lamar, Soda Butte and Yellowstone.

**The Gallatin River**

The Gardiner around Mammoth is a good choice for small stream angling. Browns, rainbows and an occasional brookie will often rise to terrestrials and attractors. The Lamar and its tributaries, Soda Butte Creek and Slough Creek, offer good action for Yellowstone cutthroat trout. Terrestrials, attractors, nymphs and mayfly patterns work well. Access to both streams is gained through several pullouts and parking areas.

**Boulder River**

Less than an hour’s drive from Livingston puts you on the banks of the Boulder, which flows into the Yellowstone at Big Timber. The Boulder holds rainbows and browns in its lower reaches. Farther upstream, rainbows and Yellowstone cutthroats can be caught. Caddis imitations, PMDs, stonefly nymphs, attractors and terrestrials work well in August.

**Gallatin River**

The Gallatin is a beautiful river with a ton of access. Good fishing with attractors, caddis, stonefly nymphs, terrestrials and spruce moth imitations work well. Access is best between Spanish Creek and the Yellowstone National Park boundary.
What a Response!!

We had a tremendous response to our request to you for suggestions to name the Newsletter of the Fly Tyers Group! The new name will be selected at the Annual Meeting coming up in Livingston, Montana, August 5. Thanks so much for your suggestions!!!

- On the Hook
- Llgans Fugit (fly tying in Latin)
- Hackle Junkies
- Come Fly With Me
- The Tying News
- Barb and Barbules
- Final Wraps
- First Wraps
- The Mayfly
- The Feather Journal

- The Dubbing Loop
- The Thread
- Tyed by US
- Feathers and Fur
- Stem Winder
- Birds of a Feather
- Vice Verses
- Winging It
- The Fly Journal
- The Journal
List of Tying Workshops

At the 2015 Fly Fishing Fair

20. **Tying Elastic Flies** – Phil Geneix. Learn how to tie non-traditional dry and emerger patterns using hackle fibers instead of hair or CDC. This will be accomplished using elastic bands in a unique and innovative way. Equipment: Bring your basic tools.

   **Wednesday**: 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.
   **Level**: Advanced/Instructor • **Class Limit**: 5 • **Member fee**: $25 • **Nonmember fee**: $35 • **Material fee**: $5

21. **Tying and Fishing Dry Flies for Hebgen Lake, plus Tying Andy Puyans’ Unpublished Pontoon Dun and Pontoon Caddis** – Chip Parham. Tying Callibaetis, midge, damsel and ants for one of the best fly fishing lakes in America. Also, Parham will discuss how to fish the flies and will throw in his favorite streamer (an Andy Puyans design) and damsel nymph flies. In the afternoon, Parham will cover the pontoon dun and pontoon caddis style of tying developed by Andy Puyans but never published. **Equipment**: Bring your own vise and tying tools, dubbing, etc.

   **Wednesday**: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
   **Level**: Intermediate • **Class Limit**: 10 • **Member fee**: $60 • **Nonmember fee**: $70

22. **Lost Art of Soft Hackle: History, Tying, Use and Materials** – Wayne Simpson, Mike Ross. Soft hackle history, types of materials used and how to fish, with hands-on tying instruction and material kits and vises provided for class.

   **Wednesday**: 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
   **Level**: Intermediate/Advanced • **Class Limit**: 8 • **Member fee**: $30 • **Nonmember fee**: $40

23. **Effective Yellowstone Country Flies for Beginners** – Michael C. Meyers. Beginners will tie simple but effective flies commonly used throughout the seasons in Yellowstone Country. Patterns will range from nymphs through soft hackles and dry flies. **Equipment**: Fly tying vise and tools are recommended but not necessary; will have enough for those who do not have equipment or materials.

   **Wednesday**: 10 a.m. to noon
   **Level**: Beginner • **Class Limit**: 5
   **Member fee**: $40 • **Nonmember fee**: $50

24. **Tying Elastic Flies** – Phil Geneix. Learn how to tie non-traditional dry and emerger patterns using hackle fibers instead of hair or CDC. This will be accomplished using elastic bands in a unique and innovative way. Equipment: Bring your basic tools.

   **Wednesday**: 10:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. **Level**: Advanced/Instructor • **Class Limit**: 5 • **Member fee**: $25 • **Nonmember fee**: $35 • **Material fee**: $5
25. Lost Art of Soft Hackle: History, Tying, Use and Materials – Wayne Simpson, Mike Ross. Soft hackle history, types of materials used and how to fish, with hands-on tying instruction and material kits and vises provided for class.

Wednesday: 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Level: Intermediate/Advanced • Class Limit: 8 Member fee: $20 • Nonmember fee: $25

26. Tying Elastic Flies – Phil Geneix. Learn how to tie non-traditional dry and emerger patterns using hackle fibers instead of hair or CDC. This will be accomplished using elastic bands in a unique and innovative way. Equipment: Bring your basic tools.

Wednesday: 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Level: Advanced/Instructor • Class Limit: 5 Member fee: $25 • Nonmember fee: $35 Material fee: $5

27. Tying Intruder Style Flies for Steelhead and Salmon – Norm Domagala. This class covers tying basic intruder-style flies, with a step-by-step process using Senyo’s shanks, wire, dubbing and the latest Whiting hackle to create effective Intruder patterns. Equipment: Vise that will hold a hook tight, bobbin, scissors, hackle pliers.

Wednesday: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Level: All • Class Limit: 10
Member fee: $35 • Nonmember fee: $45 Material fee: $20

28. Tying Elastic Flies – Phil Geneix. Learn how to tie non-traditional dry and emerger patterns using hackle fibers instead of hair or CDC. This will be accomplished using elastic bands in a unique and innovative way. Equipment: Bring your basic tools.

Wednesday: 3:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m.
Level: Advanced/Instructor • Class Limit: 5 Member fee: $25 • Nonmember fee: $35 Material fee: $5

33. Exploring Thread Control – Wayne Luallen. The primary purpose of this workshop is to stimulate fly tying curiosity and to open the student’s mind to new ideas with an end result of a superior fly in both function and appearance. Emphasis will not be on fly pattern but rather on understanding "how" and "why." The result of the knowledge gained will introduce new freedom toward allowing one’s materials to work for them rather than forcing those materials to what may be unnatural to them. Ways will be dis-covered to control the application of thread previ- ously not considered. Since all materials and applications cannot be covered, the intent is for each stu- dent to leave with the desire and skills to be able to comfortably explore the nature and application of their materials as never before. Equipment: This is not a class for new fly tiers. It is assumed that the student is very comfortable with general tying skills and terminology. All tying materials, including thread, will be supplied; students must bring their own tying tools including vise, bobbin holder(s), hackle pliers (2 pairs), scissors, hair stacker, light, bodkin (clean), etc.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 a.m. to noon each day • Level: Intermediate/Advanced
Class Limit: 8 • Member fee: $80
Nonmember fee: $90 • Material fee: $5

39. Tying and Fishing Boundary Water Flies – Patty Lucken, Charlotte Day. Class will tie multiple flies for Boundary Water smallmouth (most also work for trout as well!). If you have the skills to tie a Woolly Bugger, please come join in! Equipment: Tying vise, your usual tying tools, light (if desired), tan, orange and white thread (No. 6 or 8). Instructors will provide the tying materials for each fly.

Thursday: 8 a.m. to noon
Level: All • Class Limit: 10
Member fee: $40 • Nonmember fee: $50 Material fee: $10

40. Effective Yellowstone Country Flies for Beginners – Michael C. Meyers. Beginners will tie simple but effective flies commonly used throughout the seasons in Yellowstone Country. Patterns will range from nymphs through soft hackles and dry flies. Equipment: Fly tying vise and tools are recommended but not necessary; will have enough for those that do not have equipment or materials.

Thursday: 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Level: Beginner • Class Limit: 5
Member fee: $40 • Nonmember fee: $50

41. Become a Better Tying Teacher – Ed Morphis. The workshop applies educational principles and practices of teaching fly tying. As its title indicates, it is geared to helping teachers become better at their craft, especially those teaching beginners. It is not about the practical matters of how to organize and conduct tying classes – that information is available in another workshop. All levels are invited to come benefit from the discussions and also contribute to them.

Thursday: 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Level: All
Member fee: $10 • Nonmember fee: $15

42. New Tools and Tying Systems – Henry Hoffman. Learn how to use “clamshell helpers” with third-hand tools to produce more stable and durable flies. Also, the use of super glue with monofilament shims. Equipment: Regular tying tools and 6/0 and 8/0 olive thread; needle-nose pliers if you have them (extras will be available).
Thursday: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Level: All • Class Limit: 10
Member fee: $40 • Nonmember fee: $50 Material fee: $9

43. Tying Enrico Puglisi-Style Flies – Stephen Johnson. Instruction on tying Enrico Puglisi-style saltwater flies such as the Peanut Butter, Spawning Shrimp and the Bay Anchovy with thoughts on adapting the flies for freshwater uses. Equipment: Vise, bobbin, scissors, bodkin, comb.

Thursday: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Level: Intermediate • Class Limit: 6 Member fee: $50 • Nonmember fee: $60 Material fee: $10

52. The Fly Tying Product Offerings of Whiting Farms: Understanding Them and Their Practical Fly Tying Applications – Michael Gula. Understanding the differences within the Whiting Farms’ dry fly product lines, their versatility and practical applications. 'I'm Going Under!' Whiting Farms' sub-surface, fly tying products and their fresh and saltwater fly tying applications. "Schlappen!" I didn't know Schlappen could be this long! And a few other Whiting Farms fly tying product miscellaneous "tidbits."

Thursday: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Level: All • Class Limit: 25
Member fee: $20 • Nonmember fee: $25 Material fee: $15

65. Favorite “Go 2” Easy-to-Tie Midge Patterns – Paul Sheppard. We will tie two patterns for each midge life stage, as well as at least one emerger pattern. Participants will be given an example of each pattern to take home. Equipment: Students should bring a vise and tools to include bobbin, scissors, whip finish, bodkin, and hackle pliers; extension cord and light.

Friday: 8 a.m. to noon
Level: Intermediate • Class Limit: 8 Member fee: $40 • Nonmember fee: $50 Material fee: $10

66. Soft Hackles – J.C. Childress. This class will consist of the history of the soft hackles, the tying of soft hackles, and how to fish the soft hackle. Equipment: Need tying vise, tying tools, threads: brown, tan and black; all other materials will be provided.

Friday: 8 a.m. to noon
Level: All • Class Limit: 10
Member fee: $40 • Nonmember fee: $50

67. Transitional Flies – Scott Sanchez. Learn how to tie Scott’s transitional flies. Fish key in on easy meals, and insects changing from larval to adult forms or insects at the end of their life cycle are very vulnerable. Included are flies like the Everything Emerger, PFD Emerger, and Suspended Ants and Beetles. We will probably have to tie a Double Bunny as well. Equipment: Standard tying tools.
Friday: 8 a.m. to noon  
Level: Intermediate/Advanced • Class Limit: 12 Member fee: $50 • Nonmember fee: $60 Material fee: $15

68. Tying George Grant-Style Flies – Todd Collins, James Flaherty. A fun study of the materials, tools and methods used to create the woven hair hackles and innovative bodies of the George Grant flies. Equipment: Student should have vise (no pedestal vises, please), scissors, two or three bobbin, other common tools. If you want to bring proper thread or floss, e-mail retodd134@gmail.com (instructor will provide these items otherwise). Class is six hours, may go longer for a large group.

Friday: 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.  
Level: Intermediate • Class Limit: 12 Member fee: $45 • Nonmember fee: $55 Material fee: $20

69. Historic Wet Fly Patterns for Modern Warmwater Applications – Tom Logan. A minimum of three different historic wet fly patterns will be tied using a diversity of tying techniques. Emphasis will be placed on the biological implications of each pattern, their history, materials used, methods of tying and fishing applications. Equipment: See FTG recommended minimum skills for intermediate fly tying classes on the IFFF website. Vise, bodkin, bobbin, scissors, small teardrop hackle pliers, yellow and black 6/0 or 8/0 thread, pliers and head cement.

Friday: 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.  
Level: Intermediate • Class Limit: 8 Member fee: $25 • Nonmember fee: $30

70. Extended Body Flies – Naomi Okamoto. Okamoto took a class at the IFFF in West Yellowstone from Bob Bates and learned to tie extended body flies; he is honored to continue Bates’ method of tying these beautiful flies. Hollow body, feather body and twisted floss bodies will be learned. Printed handouts will also be provided. Materials will be supplied. Equipment: Must be an intermediate or advanced tier. Please bring a vise and tools that you normally use.

Friday: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.  
Level: Intermediate/Advanced • Class Limit: 6 Member fee: $50 • Nonmember fee: $60

71. Tying with CDC – Simple and Easy – Frank Johnson. “It floats like a duck.” This class is as much about fishing with CDC flies as it is about tying CDC flies. We will tie a good number of patterns and you will leave feeling far more confident about tying AND fishing CDC flies. Equipment: Bring your fly tying tools – and a treat for the teacher.

Friday: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.  
Level: Intermediate • Class Limit: 10 Member fee: $65 • Nonmember fee: $75 Material fee: $10

72. Tying Realistic Minnow Patterns Using EP Fibers – Steve Jensen. Participants will learn to tie and trim several, realistic minnow patterns using combinations of different colors of EP fibers.
Equipment: Fly tying vise, bobbin, whip finisher, bodkin and serrated blade scissors. Other tools will be available for sharing.

Friday: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.  
Level: Intermediate • Class Limit: 10  
Member fee: $40 • Nonmember fee: $50  
Material fee: $15

77. The Fly Tying Product Offerings of Whiting Farms - Understanding Them and Their Practical Fly Tying Applications – Michael Gula. Understanding the differences within the Whiting Farms dry fly product lines, their versatility, and practical applications. “I’m Going Under!” Whiting Farms subsurface fly tying products and their fresh and salt-water fly tying applications. “Schlappen!” I didn’t know Schlappen could be this long! And, a few other Whiting Farms fly tying product miscellaneous “tidbits.”

Friday: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.  
Level: All • Class Limit: 25  
Member fee: $20 • Nonmember fee: $25  
Material fee: $15

86. Introduction to Tying the Classic Atlantic Salmon Fly: Part I, Tip Tag and Tails – James Ferguson. If you have ever wanted to start tying Atlantic salmon flies but didn’t know where to start, this is the class for you. Part I covers the tying of tip, tag and tail sections, the starting point for all classic Atlantics. Equipment: Vises, standard tying tools – bobbin, 8/0 white or primrose thread, scissors, whip finish tool (can use fingers).

Saturday: 8 a.m. to noon  
Level: Intermediate/Advanced • Class Limit: 8  
Member fee: $50 • Nonmember fee: $60  
Material fee: $10

87. How to Tie Tube Flies for Steelhead and Salmon – Jim Crislip. Tubes and the tools to hold them in your vise have improved over the last 20 years. Come see hands-on what is new and how to tie with the new tools. The instructor will show many of the different types of tools and tube holders as possible so the person who takes this workshop will come out being able to make an educational choice on which tool system they would like to use, or which system would fit their current tying system they have at home for tying tube flies.

Saturday: 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.  
Level: All • Class Limit: 15  
Member fee: $20 • Nonmember fee: $25

88. The Fly Tying Product Offerings of Whiting Farms ... Understanding Them and Their Practical Fly Tying Applications – Michael Gula. Understanding the differences within the Whiting
Farms dry fly product lines, their versatility, and practical applications. “I’m Going Under!” Whiting Farms sub-surface fly tying products and their fresh and saltwater fly tying applications. “Schlappen!” I didn’t know Schlappen could be this long! And, a few other Whiting Farms fly tying product miscellaneous “tidbits.”

**Saturday:** 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

**Level:** All • **Class Limit:** 25

**Member fee:** $20 • **Nonmember fee:** $25 **Material fee:** $15